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Training ...

... by Pros

... for Pros

3 of our many specialists

Taking ideas home

Christoph Berberich
Conturex / Window machines / Operator software

Consider this: Doesn’t it make sense to have
training courses where the machines are actually
built? You are sure to take home many ideas that
will have potential in your operation. Tours of the
factory offer you a look behind the scenes. You
will gain hands-on experience with new techniques that can also benefit your plant. Everyone
learns something new through this opportunity
to exchange ideas with others.

Maximizing your resources
In order to take full advantage of the performance
of your new machine, it must be operated skillfully. Allow WEINIG’s Training expertise to prepare
you and your employees to optimize the use of
this new technology.

Immediate productivity from the start

Marc Roth
Moulders / Operator software

Our trainers are experienced professionals. You
can be sure that in our training courses you will be
provided with valuable practical knowledge that
is available only through us. Professional training
has clear advantages: More efficient operation,
higher productivity, and lower costs. The operator’s trained hand ensures accuracy from the
outset.

Kuno Zwerger
Grinding machines / Tools / Operator software

Only effective training puts you on the fast track
toward maximum utilization of the machine. The
WEINIG Training Center is equipped with machinery used exclusively for that purpose. Plan your
success. The training program, with numerous
courses and dates, is designed so that each course
builds upon another. In addition to the machine
and software courses, we also offer highly specialized training such as Moulder Technology, Tool
Technology and Production Organization. We
also endeavor to be especially responsive to your
requests with individual workshops to address
your specific needs.

